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Abstract

Data on violations of the 2019 General Election, there is a very significant number of administrative violations of the General Election. The research method used is normative legal research. The findings in the research results are that law and ethics in the General Election stage are an inseparable part. The law that is used as a foothold in the General Election stage cannot stand without the presence of ethics because the formation of law must be based on ethical values. The position of law in minimizing administrative violations of the General Election consists of the position of law as a means of application of values contained in society and a means of orders, prohibitions, and sanctions that are firm and clear while ethics is present as a means of assessing actions, a means of assessing legal language, and a means of determining decisions on sanctions given.
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INTRODUCTION

Democracy has now developed and become a pattern or system of government of a country. The concept of democracy is practiced around the world differently from one country to another. Each country and even each person applies its own definition and criteria of democracy. Democracy is a concept of government in which the supreme power is in the hands of the people. What this means is that the people assign representatives to run the government of a country.

In the context of a democratic state, general elections have become the choice as a mechanism in the process of changing positions of power. The philosophical spirit of General Elections is to provide equal opportunities for individuals to occupy desired positions as long as they meet the specified qualifications. Through elections, the change of power is also carried out in a sporting manner. General elections have become a control tool for the quality of a government’s leadership.

Referring to this, the concept of democracy has also developed in Indonesia over time, the Indonesian state is faced with a true democratic process, where the people play an important role in the process of implementing a decision. The mirror of democracy is free and fair elections. For Indonesia, General Elections are both a symbol and a benchmark of democracy.

General elections are a mandate from the constitution that must be implemented by the government, in this case ensuring and protecting the political rights of the people channeled in the General Election process. One of the human rights of citizens is General Elections because it is very principled, because in the implementation of human rights it is a necessity for the government to carry out General Elections. Therefore, general elections are an absolute requirement for the Indonesian state.

The perspective of the Indonesian state, there are three types of General Elections, namely the General Election of the President and Vice President, Legislative Members and Regional Heads and

---

Deputy Regional Heads.° General elections that adhere to the principle of LuberJurdil as stated in Article 22 E paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. The meaning of the LuberJurdil principle is as follows: (1) Direct means that voters are required to cast their votes in person and cannot be represented; (2) General, General Elections can be participated in by all citizens who already have the right to vote; (3) Free, voters are required to cast their votes without any coercion from any party; (4) Secret, the votes cast by voters are secret, known only to the voters themselves; (5) Honestly, elections must be conducted in accordance with the rules to ensure that every citizen has the right to vote according to his/her will and every vote has the same value to determine the people's representatives who will be elected; and (6) Fair, equal treatment of election participants and voters, without any privilege or discrimination against certain participants or voters. The principle of honesty and fairness binds not only the participants of the General Election, but also the organizers of the General Election.¹⁰

For the implementation of General Elections in accordance with the principles of LuberJurdil General Elections, the role of the people is not enough, but the role of General Election organizers who are together with the people to create General Elections in accordance with the ideals of the Indonesian people.¹¹ For the people, General Elections are a means to participate in the political process as a manifestation of popular sovereignty. A good general election will be able to reflect the expectations of what is desired from the government.¹² General elections are actually understood as a means by which the transformation of applied ethics that is ethical and actual has direct implications for improving the morality of the nation. Thus, an ethical General Election is a necessity that should be embraced by all stakeholders.¹³

One aspect of achieving General Elections in accordance with the principles of General Elections is minimizing General Election violations.¹⁴ Theoretically and practically, General Election violations can be divided into 3 (three), namely administrative violations, violations of the organizing code of ethics, and criminal violations of the General Election.¹⁵ Administrative violations substantially focus on technical General Election problems that are not in accordance with regulations such as not attaching the Permanent Voters List (DPT) at the Polling Station (TPS), not affixing the initials on

---


writing errors in the C1 form, miscalculating the number of valid and invalid ballots to fatal administrative violations such as writing errors in the C1 form so as to change the number of votes for election participants, giving copies of the C1 form to political party witnesses to fill in themselves so that the voter's ballot is invalid.  

The institution authorized by Law Number 7 of 2017 concerning General Elections as amended and supplemented by Government Regulation Number 1 of 2022 concerning Amendments to Law Number 7 of 2017 concerning General Elections to examine and decide on alleged violations of General Election administration is the General Election Supervisory Body (Bawaslu). This is different from violations of the code of ethics of the General Election organizers, which substantially means actions or actions of the General Election organizers that are contrary to the morals, ethics, and philosophy that guide the General Election organizers.  

An example of a violation of the code of ethics is the existence of a General Election organizer who meets with one of the candidates for Members of the Regional People's Representative Council (DPRD) and takes photos together or comments on news on social media related to the implementation of the General Election in support of one of the candidates for Members of the Regional People's Representative Council (DPRD). Similarly, the institution authorized to examine and decide on violations of the code of ethics of the General Election organizers is the Honorary Council for General Election Organizers (DKPP).  

The next election offense is a criminal election offense. Actions or actions of legal subjects that violate or contradict the criminal law rules contained in the General Election Law. An example of a criminal violation of the General Election is the act of submitting false information by a candidate for a Member of the Regional People's Representative Council (DPRD) on personal data or other people related to the requirements for candidates for Members of the Regional People's Representative Council (DPRD). In particular, the handling of criminal violations of the General Election is fully authorized

---

by the Unified Law Enforcement Center (Gakkumdu) which consists of 3 (three) institutions, namely the General Election Supervisory Agency (Bawaslu), the Prosecutor's Office, and the Police.23

Table 1. Data on General Election Violations in 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Type of Violation</th>
<th>Number of Alleged Violations</th>
<th>Number of violations handled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Administrative Violations</td>
<td>16.427</td>
<td>16.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Code of Ethics Violations</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Criminal Offenses</td>
<td>2798</td>
<td>582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>20.252</strong></td>
<td><strong>17.089</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Source: Data from Bawaslu and DKPP RI 24

Referring to the data obtained, the author focuses on administrative violations of the General Election. The number of administrative violations of the General Election which is very significant compared to violations of the code of ethics and criminal violations of the General Election is certainly something that needs to be minimized so that the same problems do not occur in the implementation of the next General Election. Even though there has been a form of supervision both internally and externally carried out by the General Election Agency (Bawaslu), the potential for administrative violations of the General Election in the following stages of the General Election has the potential to occur.

Previous studies that have discussed administrative violations of the General Election, namely those conducted by Asbudi Dwi Putra (2020) rigidly analyzed the sanctions against General Election organizers who committed administrative violations of the General Election. The next authors who discuss administrative violations of the General Election are Evi Noviawati and Mamay Komariah (2019) who construct administrative violations of the General Election in terms of dispute resolution decided by the General Election Supervisory Agency (Bawaslu) and recommended to the General Election Commission (KPU) for follow-up.

Comparing with the research conducted by the author, it is different and there is novelty because when compared to previous research that discusses administrative violations of the General Election in terms of sanctions and dispute resolution, the research conducted by the author specifically restores the position of law and ethics to its true position so that efforts to minimize administrative violations of the General Election can be realized.

The research conducted by the author is very important because administrative violations of the General Election are not just talking about the organizers of the General Election, participants in the General Election, sanctions and dispute resolution, but there are crucial aspects in order to minimize the occurrence of administrative violations of the General Election, namely legal and ethical aspects. Likewise, there is a research gap because there has never been a previous study that discusses law and ethics as an effort to minimize administrative violations of the General Election.

Based on the description above, the problems of this research are first, how is the relationship between law and ethics in the General Election stage and second, how is the position of law and ethics in minimizing administrative violations of the General Election. In line with the research problem, the research objectives are first to analyze the relationship between law and ethics in the General Election stage and second to analyze the position of law and ethics in minimizing administrative violations of the General Election.

METHODS

The research method used in discussing and analyzing this research is the normative juridical research method. The research is conducted by examining library materials or secondary data. The secondary data is obtained by reviewing library materials, including a review of laws and regulations and legal concepts or theories. The laws and regulations reviewed are Law Number 7 of 2017 concerning General Elections and Regulation of the General Election Supervisory Agency (Perbawaslu) Number 8 of 2022 concerning Completion of General Election Administrative Violations.

This research uses several approaches namely first. Statute approach, namely by examining and analyzing laws and regulations consisting of Law Number 7 of 2017 concerning General Elections, second, conceptual approach, namely by examining and analyzing legal concepts or principles related to research issues on administrative violations of General Elections and third, case approach, namely by examining and analyzing cases of administrative violations of General Elections.

The collection of legal materials in this research is carried out on library legal materials in the form of Law Number 7 of 2017 concerning General Elections and Regulation of the General Election Supervisory Board (Perbawaslu) Number 8 of 2022 concerning Settlement of General Election Administrative Violations associated with legal and ethical concepts in order to obtain conceptions in the form of theories, opinions, conceptual thoughts related to administrative violations of General Elections. In addition, there are also books, scientific journals that are used as a foothold or reference in analyzing research problems. Based on the collection of legal materials through literature materials, it is then analyzed in a prescriptive juridical manner.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. The Relationship between Law and Ethics in Election Stages

The concept of law universally comes from Arabic and is a singular form whose plural word is "Alkas", then taken over in Indonesian as "Law". The notion of law is closely related to the notion of coercion. While Recht comes from the word "Rectum" (Latin) which means guidance or demands, or government. Related to rectum is also known as "Rex", which is a person whose job is to provide guidance or rule. Rex can also mean "King" which has Regimen which means kingdom. The word "Rectum" can be connected to the word "Directum" which means a person whose job is to guide or direct.\(^{27}\)

The perspective of experts has confirmed the definition of law as follows first, Imanuel Kant provides an understanding that law is the overall conditions by which the free will of one person can adjust to the free will of another person, according to legal regulations on freedom. Second, Leon Duguit revealed that the definition of law is the rules of behavior of members of society, where the rules whose power of use at a certain time are heeded by a society as a guarantee of common interests and if violated cause a joint reaction against the person who committed the offense. Third, the Definition of Law according to E.M. Meyers is all rules that contain considerations of decency, are pointed to human behavior in society and which guide state entrepreneurs in carrying out their duties.\(^{28}\)

The presence of law has the aim of realizing peace, order, welfare, and tranquility in people's lives with its universal nature. Through legal provisions, all forms of cases will be resolved by a judicial process in accordance with the provisions of the law.\(^{29}\) In connection with the purpose of the law, three theories are known about the purpose of the law, namely first, ethical theory (etthische theori) which views that the law is placed on the realization of justice to the maximum extent possible in the orderly society, in the sense that the law is solely aimed at justice. Second, the utilitarian theory (utiliteis theori) of Jeremy Bentham argues that the purpose of law is to provide human beings with the greatest possible happiness. Third, the combined or mixed theory (verenigings theori/gemengde theori), according to this theory the purpose of law is not only justice, but its usefulness.\(^{30}\)

Incomplete when there has been an explanation of the concept and purpose of law, it is also necessary to explain about ethics. Etymologically, the term "ethics" comes from the Ancient Greek ethos. In the singular form, ethos has many meanings, namely the usual place of residence, pasture, stable, habits, customs, morals, character, feelings, attitudes, and ways of thinking. Ethics is the teaching of good and bad, which is generally accepted about attitudes, actions, obligations, and so on.


on. Ethics can be equated with morals (mores in Latin), morals or decency, related to the problem of value, ethics basically discusses the problems of predicing moral values or good and bad moral actions.31

Ethics is included in the area of values, while the value of ethics itself is related to the good and bad of human actions. Some definitions of ethics are as follows: first, Istiono Wahyu and Ostaria, ethics is the main branch of philosophy that studies value or quality. Ethics includes the analysis and application of concepts, such as right and wrong, good and bad, and responsibility. Ethics is the science of good and bad, rights, and moral obligations. According to Rafik Issa Bekum, ethics can be defined as a set of moral principles that distinguish good and bad.32

Referring to the conception of law and ethics, in order to analyze the relationship between law and ethics, it is also necessary to know the fundamental difference between law and ethics, which is first seen from the content between law and ethics. Law contains rules of command and prohibition that must be obeyed while ethics contains moral principles, values about good and bad.

The second difference, the author finds that there is a difference between law and ethics in terms of nature. the nature of law is to regulate and force. Regulating means that the law contains rules in the form of orders and prohibitions that regulate human behavior in social life in order to create order in society. Furthermore, the coercive nature of the law is that the law can force every human being to follow the existing rules and if violated will be given strict sanctions. This is different from ethics that forms from within, which emphasizes more on forming humans from within. The nature of this inner shaping will form a human being with more character who has integrity and high dedication.

The third difference is in terms of the offense. If examined closely, the difference lies in the object of the violation, the violation of the law which is the object of the violation is the rule of law while the violation of ethics is a violation of ethical principles. Furthermore, the fourth difference is in terms of sanctions imposed on everyone who violates the law and ethics. Sanctions in terms of law according to the author are legal sanctions (punishment) given if someone violates the law while sanctions contained in ethics focus more on moral sanctions.

In fact, besides differences, law and ethics have similarities, there are four basic things in common between law and ethics, namely, first, shaping in terms of law and ethics there are two ways. law is more shaping humans from outside while ethics focuses more on shaping humans from within. Second, changing humans to act and behave in accordance with norms, every human being often does things that violate existing norms without thinking that these norms will shape humans for the better. Third, preventing humans from doing something harmful to themselves, humans often do harmful actions, humans in often do not use their hearts and minds. If humans act in accordance with the heart and mind then humans will do harmful actions.

Fourth, limiting power so as not to act arbitrarily, according to Thomas Hobbes in his theory says that “Man is a wolf for other humans”. This means that if there are no things that regulate or limit humans, humans will prey on their fellow humans. Prey in the sense of doing actions and deeds that harm fellow humans. For this reason, laws and ethics are needed to limit human power so as not to do everything just based on desire.

The differences and similarities between law and ethics that the author has described, have given birth to 3 (three) dimensions of the relationship, namely the dimension of substance and container, the dimension of the relationship of the breadth of its scope and the dimension of human reasons to obey or violate it. The relationship between law and ethics by giving a note of religion as the spirit or soul of both things with an illustration of packaged rice, the law as a wrapper, rice and its side dishes are ethics, and protein substances, vitamins, and other contained elements as religion which is the origin of both (ethics and law). The second dimension of the scope of the relationship between ethics and law is that ethics is broader than law, therefore any violation of law must be a violation of ethics, in short, a violation of law is a violation of ethics. But not vice versa, an act that is considered to violate ethics does not necessarily violate the law.33

The third dimension is related to the position of ethics where ethics relates to law in terms of how humans consider obeying rules and obligations, but obeying the law and rules and obligations is not because of fear of being sanctioned, but because of self-awareness that the law and rules and obligations are good and need to be fulfilled by themselves and towards human behavior, ethics functions as a preventive fence for good and bad behavior before the behavior reaches the provisions of right and wrong which is the function of behavioral fences for law. Thus, deviant human behavior must pass through the ethical system that functions as a correction and without the need to enter the legal mechanism in resolving deviant human behavior.34

In relation to the stages of the General Election, it is found that law and ethics are an inseparable part of the implementation of the General Election. The law that is used as a foothold in the stages of General Elections consisting of pre-election, general election, and post-election stages cannot stand without the presence of ethics because the formation of law must be based on ethical values. The process of enforcing the General Election law needs to be clearly and carefully traced about the violations that have occurred, whether they are administrative violations, violations of the code of ethics or violations of criminal law because the nuances of the three types of violations are different when viewed from the perspective of the relationship between law and ethics. The handling of administrative violations and criminal law violations is clearly proven, so there is no need to prove whether someone has violated the code of ethics or not because by violating administrative and criminal law, they have clearly violated the code of ethics.

The implementation of the law on General Elections needs the presence of ethics to ensure that the law on General Elections is obeyed and even implemented, because ethics serves to move a person to obey the law without thinking whether there are sanctions or not in the law. In addition,

33Jimly Asshiddiqie, Peradilan Etik Dan Etika Konstitusi (Jakarta: Sinar Grafika, 2016).
ethics is a means of thinking in order to determine whether the actions to be carried out violate the law or do not violate the law.

2. The Position of Law and Ethics in Minimizing Election Administrative Violations

Pencegahan untuk meminimalisir munculnya kasus kekerasan dalam rumah tangga merupakan sebuah upaya penanggulangan kejahatan secara preventif. Pada bidang hukum, pencegahan termasuk dalam kebijakan non penal yang pelaksanaannya dijalankan lewat jalur di luar hukum pidana. Upaya tersebut ditekankan pada sejumlah tindakan preventif yang dapat diupayakan sebelum timbulnya kejahatan. Kebijakan non penal diinterpretasikan sebagai kebijakan yang ditargetkan untuk menanggulangi kejahatan dengan memanfaatkan sarana di luar hukum pidana di mana hal ini dapat diimplementasikan dalam sejumlah kegiatan, di antaranya

Handling administrative violations of the General Election is one of the authorities of the General Election Supervisory Agency (Bawaslu) in organizing the General Election.\(^\text{35}\) The authority to handle administrative violations is expressly regulated in the provisions of Article 454 paragraph (6) and Article 461 paragraph (1) of Law Number 7/2017 concerning General Elections. Based on this authority arrangement, the General Election Supervisory Agency (Bawaslu) as the General Election supervisory institution is given the attribution of authority to handle any administrative violations at each stage of the General Election.\(^\text{36}\)

Law Number 7/2017 on General Elections in its provisions never explicitly states the definition of administrative violations of the General Elections. However, in the practical realm, administrative violations are recognized. If you look closely and understand more deeply and analyze comprehensively listed in Article 460 paragraph (1) of the law, you can get an overview of the violations that are included in administrative violations of the General Election. The aquo article, for example, categorizes the types of violations included in the General Election administrative violations such as those related to procedures, procedures, or mechanisms related to the administrative implementation of elections in each stage of the General Election.\(^\text{37}\)

The categorization is then used as a definition of General Election administrative violations in the General Election Supervisory Agency Regulation (Perbawaslu) Number 8 of 2022 concerning Completion of General Election Administrative Violations and Supreme Court Regulation Number 4 of 2017 concerning Procedures for Settling General Election Administrative Violations in the Supreme Court which in principle is a violation of something related to administration, not a criminal offense or code of ethics.\(^\text{38}\)

The data that the author has rigidly obtained has accumulated administrative violations of the General Election in 2019 totaling 16,134 administrative violations of the General Election that have been proven and obtained a decision through the General Election Supervisory Board (Bawaslu). Against this number, the author argues that although there are laws governing the administrative prohibitions of the General Election through Law Number 7 of 2017 concerning General Elections and Regulation of the General Election Supervisory Agency (Perbawaslu)

Number 8 of 2022 concerning Settlement of General Election Administrative Violations, it has not been effective so that General Election administrative violations occur.

In order to minimize administrative violations of the General Election, it is necessary to restore the position of law in its true form, namely, first, the formation of law is not only based on a normative view that focuses on principles, theories, and concepts as well as court decisions oriented to texts in law books but explores the values contained in society so that law is categorized as an integration mechanism that connects prohibitions, orders, and sanctions in accordance with the social system. The formation of laws regarding General Elections in the form of Laws and regulations of the General Election organizing agencies must explore the values contained in the community because the law is called effective if it is a capitalization of the wishes and needs of the community.

Second, the formulation of norms that are firm and clear so that they can be understood by the community. The firmness of the General Election law must use strict language in prohibitions and orders. In addition, the norms of General Election law must not be ambiguous so that they are easily understood without the need for interpretation. Third, the sanctions given must be balanced according to the level of guilt and not contrary to the value of public decency. The sanctions contained in the Regulation of the General Election Supervisory Agency (Perbawaslu) Number 8 of 2022 concerning the Settlement of General Election Administrative Violations are administrative in the form of administrative corrections, written warnings, not included in certain stages of the implementation of the General Election and / or other administrative sanctions but these sanctions must be given according to the level of error not given according to the wishes of the General Election Supervisory Agency (Bawaslu) but based on the examination process that proves the level of error.

The presence of law in the General Election will not be complete without the presence of ethics. From the perspective of administrative violations of the General Election, it is necessary to construct the position of ethics towards efforts to minimize administrative violations of the General Election, namely, first, ethics is able to distinguish prohibitions and orders so that in the stages of the General Election as a light for participants and election organizers to be able to assess whether the actions taken have violated administrative law or not. Second, ethics is able to understand the legal language contained in the General Election law that is not mistakenly interpreted by election participants and election organizers so that administrative violations are minimized. Third, ethics as a means of determining appropriate decisions in accordance with the level of guilt towards sanctions for administrative violations of the General Election.

CONCLUSION

Based on the description of the discussion, the conclusion obtained by the author on the relationship between law and ethics in the stages of General Elections is an inseparable part of the implementation of General Elections. The law that is used as a foothold in the General Election stage consisting of the pre-election, election, and post-election stages cannot stand without the presence of ethics because the formation of law must be based on ethical values. The position of law in minimizing administrative violations of the General Election consists of the position of law as a means of application of values contained in society and a means of orders, prohibitions, and sanctions that are firm and clear in the process of applying General Election law while ethics is present as a means of assessing actions, a means of assessing legal language, and a means of determining decisions on sanctions given in the context of administrative violations of the General Election.

The advice given by the author to the conclusion is that efforts to minimize administrative violations of the General Election have become the main task of law and ethics, but these two things
cannot work without the participants and organizers of the General Election. Therefore, it is necessary to have a fundamental and collaborative understanding between the participants and organizers of the General Election to use law and ethics as a form of minimizing administrative violations of the General Election.
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